
1. Introduction

Geographically, the Kurdistan Region refers to the 
three governorates: Duhok, Erbil, and Sulaymani-
yah, which are governed by the KRG. In addition, 
the Kurdistan Region claims the three so-called 
disputed territories: Nineveh, Kirkuk, and Diyala, as 
well as the Makhmur District (fig. 1). With a popula-
tion of 5.2 million that covers approximately 40,000 
square kilometers, the Kurdish region is larger than 
the Netherlands and four times the area of Lebanon 

(The Kurdistan Region in Brief, 2018). According to 
K. Hawrami (2016), the KRG region had an estimated 
45 billion barrels of oil reserves (Mills, 2016). If true, 
this meant that if the KRG region were independent, 
it would possess the world’s sixth-largest oil reserve. 
The KRG also has a potential of some 100-200 tril-
lion standard cubic feet of natural gas (Gunter, 2011). 
Given the Kurdistan geostrategic importance, locat-
ed between Europe and Asia, and especially with 
huge natural resource (oil and gas), it could become 
a central new actor in European energy security. In 
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spite of the political instability in Iraq, a possibility of 
exporting Kurdistan gas reserve to Turkey and then 
to the European market has recently appeared. This 
is why the Iraq government as well as the Kurdistan 
Region Government (KRG) is discussing exporting 
Kurdistan gas to the European market through Tur-
key. Turkey and Azerbaijan are two countries that 
are more related to Kurdistan gas exporting. Tur-
key wants Kurdistan gas and oil first as a transition 
route to Europe and also gets fulfill internal needs. 
Azerbaijan, as an emerging new provider to Europe, 

wants Kurdistan to participate in the trans-Anatolian 
natural gas pipeline to fill the gap in the Shah Deniz 
natural gas field pipeline, which was built to trans-
port gas to southern European countries. Turkey has 
already talked with the Iraqi government to import 
gas for domestic use and as well as to transport gas 
to Europe (Austivk, Gulmira, 2016).

The biggest concern for the EU in the field of 
energy today is the security of supply and reducing 
Russia’s monopoly in the European market. The EU 
has to diversify its external supplies by diversifying 

Fig. 1. Kurdistan region

Source: own study.
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supplier countries and routes. The EU and the mar-
kets in Southeastern Europe would be the most im-
portant customers for Kurdish gas. Therefore, Kurd-
istan is a place that many international companies 
will invest in, especially oil & gas companies from 
Europe and the United States. The huge oil and gas 
companies that entered Kurdistan, such as Exxon 
Mobil, Genel Energy and Gazprom, have signed 
agreements with the Kurdistan region. However, the 
Kurdistan region faces more challenges for oil and 
gas exploration and exploitation, including sharing 
revenue with the central government in Baghdad. 
Also, the Kurdistan region is geographically land-
locked. This paper will analyze the importance of 
Kurdistan’s natural resource plan (gas) and how to 
market its gas to European countries. Further, it will 
outline how Kurdistan could participate in the secur-
ing of energy to buyers in the West and discuss the 
obstacles and opportunities of the KRG plans.

2. Kurdistan Hydrocarbon Strategies and its 
problems

The Kurdistan Region of Iraq holds 2.8 trillion cubic 
meters of gas reserves – approximately five times 
more than Azerbaijani reserves – and at some point 
may be able to supply its gas to Europe (Okumuş, 
2013). The Kurdistan Oil and Gas Law were approved 
by the Kurdistan Parliament in August 2007. Erbil, 
the capital of the Kurdish autonomous region, not 
only has a long history of tensions with the govern-
ment in Baghdad, but it is currently in the midst of 
a dispute over territory, degrees of autonomy, its 
budget, and power as well as control over oil and 
gas reserves (Paasche, Howri, 2014). In terms of oil 
and gas law interpretation, the Kurdistan region 
and central governments have many conflicts. For 
example, Dr. Hawrami, minister of natural resources 
of the Kurdistan government, strongly maintained 
that Article 115 of the new Iraqi constitution states 
the supremacy of regional laws over federal laws. He 
also argued that Article 112 only permits the Iraqi 
government an administrative role confined to the 
handling, i.e. exporting and marketing, of the ex-
tracted oil and gas from the existing not new gas 
and oil fields. Despite this, the KRG has signed 37 
contracts with 40 companies leading to $10 billion 
of investment in exploration and production in the 
oil sector (Gunter, 2011). Among the most notable 
were the U.S. companies Marathon Oil and Murphy 
Oil, Exxon Mobil, the Spanish company Repsol, and 
the Chinese company Sinopec. Three refineries have 
been commissioned with a total capacity of 200,000 
b/d. Three power plants have been built, providing 

80 percent of the KRG’s energy needs. Kurdish pro-
duction can reach 1 million b/d by 2014. They have 
built an infrastructure to carry their energy resources 
to global markets with Turkey and they managed to 
sell their oil abroad. Moreover, in November 2013, 
the governments of Turkey and the KRG signed a gas 
sales agreement governing the export of natural 
gas from to the KRG to Turkey, as they expected in 
2017 the KRG could export 4 bcm and rising to 10 
bcm by 2020 (Humeyra, Orhan, 2013). Therefore, the 
KRG’s gas market is now the most attractive sector 
for Turkish companies like Genel Energy and BOTAS. 
Those actions make the central government incon-
venienced, thus the central government blacklisted 
Turkish oil and gas companies, such as Genel Energy, 
for their involvement with the Kurdistan Regional 
Government (Chmaytelli, 2017).

In 2012 Iraq cut the Kurdistan budget which was 
17% of all Iraqi budgets. Also, after Iraq objected to 
US buyers from Kurdistan, a court in Texas made the 
decision and rejected delivery of cargoes from tank-
ers near Texas, which means the United States do 
not like Kurdistan selling oil and gas independently 
(Driver, Julia, 2014). Kurds are unlikely to wait for 
the approval of the central Iraqi government to sell 
their own gas, Iraqi Kurdistan region sell oil with the 
support of Obama’ administration, but they don’t 
hide their fear that oil will dispute in Iraq and would 
threaten the political and economical stability (Zh-
dannikov, et al., 2014). Other issues that Kurdistan 
has always been concerned about include the po-
litical stability and security in Iraq that makes more 
issues for gas and foreign oil companies. These in-
clude the threat of ISIS that controls vast swaths of 
Iraqi territory including oil and gas fields in Kirkuk 
and Ninawa, such as Khabz and Anzala, and also the 
religious and ethnic tensions. Additionally, the Kurd-
istan region leaves only Turkey to the north as a via-
ble partner for the export of the KRG natural resourc-
es. 95% of the Iraqi budget — 13% of which goes 
to the KRG — literally flows from natural resources, 
thus making Iraq and the KRG classical rentier states’ 
states (Gunter, 2011). In addition to the mentioned 
issues that make the KRG slow to progress in term 
of developing the gas and oil sector, there are other 
issues related to selling large volumes of natural re-
sources that do not match. This begs the question as 
to where the rest of money is going and whether this 
will lead to less economic growth in Kurdistan.
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3. Kurdistan region and marking gas to Europe 
via Turkey

There are many factors as to why consumers around 
the world pay attention to Kurdistan gas. Ongoing 
events in Ukraine are raising concerns regarding the 
stable supply of gas to Europe. In 2016, Gazprom 
Export supplied 178.3 billion cubic meters of gas 
to European countries. Western European countries 
accounted for approximately 80% of the company’s 
exports from Russia, while Central European states 
took 20% (Gazprom Export 2018, 2018). But Europe’s 
annual demand for additional gas import may reach 
80 billion cubic meters by 2020 and surpass 140 bil-
lion cubic meters by 2030 (EU-U.S. Joint…, 2019). For 

that Europeans countries needs more gas, and other 
gas resources such as Kurdistan are one of the best 
options. According to data estimated by industry 
experts, the KRG has 45 billion barrels of oil and 99 
trillion to 201 trillion cubic feet of gas. Even the dis-
tance of Kurdistan to European southern countries is 
close. Therefore, the European Countries searching 
for other alternatives may reduce their dependence 
on Russia’s gas. In 2011 Tony Hayward, the former 
CEO of BP, described Kurdistan as “one of the last 
great oil and gas frontiers (Martin, 2017).

Kurdistan gas and oil will soon become one of 
the best options for many states in the west and the 
United States regarding security of energy. Over-
seas companies, such as the Turkish company Genel 

Fig. 2. Oil and gas infrastructure in Kurdistan

Source: Gas Pipelines…, 2015.
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Energy, Norway’s DNO BP, Total, China’s petroleum, 
Russia’s Gazprom, American Chevron and Exxon Mo-
bil, had signed agreements with the Kurdistan region 
government. Turkey, Azerbaijan, and Iran also have 
interest in Kurdish gas marketing for many reasons. 
Nevertheless, the European countries will focus on 
Kurdistan oil and gas as good supplies in the near fu-
tures. They will start with the close neighbors to the 
KRG, the Turkish government, that decided to let the 
new Kurdish pipeline to tie up to its Ceyhan line. The 
Genel Energy Company has signed an agreement 
with KRG to develop two big gas fields, Miran and 
Bina Bawi, and is helping Kurdistan meet its com-
mitments under an agreement to sell gas to Turkey 
by 2016–2017 (fig. 3). Turkey needs Kurdish gas for 
domestic use first because it is cheaper than what 
imported from Russia, Iran, and Azerbaijan, which 
means Turkey would secure a low price for gas. For 
Turkey it means cheaper access to natural gas and oil 
resources only 150–200 km from its border.

Turkey’s energy costs are too high. Instead of 
paying an average of $450 for 1,000 cubic meters 
of natural gas purchased from Russia, Iran, and 
Azerbaijan, Turkey will now be paying $200–250 for 
this amount. Ankara and Erbil are reported to have 
agreed on a package of deals including gas exports.

Under the agreement, the KRG will sell gas to 
Turkey at the low price of $6–$7 per 1,000 cubic 
feet (cf ), which is “attractive for Turkey given current 
purchase prices of as much as $12–$14 cf” (Roberts, 
2016). Turkey as a new developing country needs 
more gas. The KRG appears as a new oil and gas mar-
ket as many big and medium sized companies have 

begun to extract and invest in the Kurdistan region. 
Selling will need new routes, and Turkey is the best 
option for the KRG to export their natural resources 
to foreign markets. Therefore, a Turkish company is 
suited for the Kurdistan gas business in the long run, 
just as many other companies like BP did in the Cas-
pian region two decades ago.

In the old maps of the original Nabucco gas pipe-
line plan, a southern gas supply leg to Northern Iraqi 
gas sources was represented by a dotted line. But 
with domestic tensions in Iraq and the Shah Deniz 
Consortium’s strategic politics, this second leg disap-
peared (Okumuş, 2013). The Southern Gas Corridor 
project envisages the transportation of gas from 
the Caspian region through Georgia and Turkey to 
Europe. Kurdistan gas may link up with this project. 
The trans-Anatolian gas pipeline (TANAP) will be 
a central part of the southern gas corridor which 
will connect the Shah Deniz field in Azerbaijan to 
Europe. The construction of the pipeline formally 
began in March and was expected to be completed 
in 2018 (Austivk, Gulmira, 2016) (fig. 4). The State Oil 
Company of the Azerbaijan Republic, or SOCAR, has 
a 58% stake in the project, with Turkey’s state-owned 
Botaş holding 30% and BP, operator of Shah Deniz, 
with the remaining 12%. Appraisals for the cost of 
the pipeline’s construction stand at around $10 bil-
lion–11 billion (Work begins…, 2015). The Southern 
Gas Corridor is one of the EU’s highest energy secu-
rity priorities to reduce the Russian monopoly on 
gas marketing in Europe especially after the Ukrain-
ian crisis. The transport of Kurdish gas to the Turk-
ish market is planned to start by 2017 or 2018. Over 

Fig. 3. Miran and Bina Bawi gas fields

Source: Genel gets…, 2018.
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20 billion cubic meters (bcm) of Kurdish gas may be 
carried to the Turkish market by 2020, According to 
deputy head of the Natural Resources Committee in 
the Kurdistan Parliament, Kurdistan could fulfill 30% 
of gas needs in Europe (Hawrami, 2016). Sha’ban 
continued, “Recently, we met with the French Con-
sul in the Kurdistan Region who emphasized that 
France and Europe in general are hoping the Kurd-
istan Region’s natural gas will fulfill a portion of their 
requirements” (Ismael, 2018). Experts speculated 
that the Kurdish gas infrastructure would not be 
ready by 2015. Even the Turkish pipeline corporation 
(BOTAS) according to some energy experts is not in 
a good condition in terms of capacity and delivery 
of Kurdistan gas to Europe (Austivk, Gulmira, 2016). 
Also, Hawrami said exports constituted the second 
stage of his government’s gas policy, the first being 
to cater for the domestic demand.

The Kurdistan policy is to be self-sufficient as 
soon as possible, with any surplus gas going to the 
international market. The Kurdistan regional strug-
gle against ISIS will make the crisis for Kurdistan push 
European countries to make more connections with 
Kurdistan, as for example, when Germany donated 
13 million dollars to Kurdistan to support the Kurdish 
force Peshmerga. However, other political interests 
interpret this support as geopolitical because of en-
ergy in the region. So far, 28 countries have opened 
their consulates in Kurdistan, most of them being 
European countries, but also the United States and 
Russia. These countries are considering this move as 
a good opportunity of KRG to bypass Baghdad and 
its energy exports, and are making a symbolic step 
towards economic and political independence.

4. Russia, Iran, and the KRG hydrocarbon plans

Ongoing tension between Russia and European 
countries on the Ukraine crisis exists, with each of 
them looking for alternatives to buy gas. Ukrainian 
issues are pushing European countries to turn to-
wards the Middle East for new gas resources and to 
reduce the Russia’s gas monopoly. Russia was soon 
aware of the geopolitical importance of the Kurdis-
tan region’s resource. It opened a consulate in Erbil 
and sent its big oil and gas companies to the region, 
such as Lukoil and Gazprom. Gazprom signed agree-
ments with the KRG to develop three gas fields in 
Garmian blocks of Halabja, Shakal and Qaradakh. 
Even if the KRG supplies natural gas to European 
countries by 2017, it cannot completely substitute 
Russian natural gas unless Europe reduces their de-
mand by 30%. If 30 years ago the Russian and Iraqi 
governments had very good relationships in many 
aspects, economically and politically, especially dur-
ing Iraq-Iran 8 years’ war, this dilemma would not 
currently arise. The Russia’s Lukoil oil and gas com-
pany has a big agreement with Baghdad to develop 
the West Qurna-2 field in Basra, which are big oil 
fields in southern Iraq that produce around 43 bil-
lion barrels of recoverable reserves, making it the 
second largest field in the world after Saudi Arabia’s. 
This confuses Russia on how to deal with both the 
KRG and the central government at the same time. 
Some experts say if one wants Iraqi gas and oil, the 
interested parties should talk with Baghdad, but if 
they want delivery they have to talk with the KRG. 
Iraq with its ongoing instability crisis has difficulty in 
delivering its natural gas and oil without Kurdistan 
because gas and oil delivery is controlled by ISIS. ISIS 
controls the Turkey Yumurtalık Kirkuk–Ceyhan Oil 
Pipeline which is a 600-mile (970 km) pipeline (fig. 5). 

Fig. 4. Important gas pipelines from the Caspian region to Europe

Source: Mubaris, 2010.
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On 3 September 2013, the Iraq Petroleum Company 
reported that two bomb attacks halted the flow of 
crude oil through a severely damaged pipeline run-
ning from Iraq’s Kirkuk oil fields to the Mediterrane-
an port of Ceyhan in Turkey (Bomb…, 2013).

However, Iran is powerful and the nearest neigh-
bor to Kurdistan, they stopped to observe natural 
resources in Iraqi Kurdistan region. Iran has more in-
terests in Iraq’s oil and gas due the approximate Iran 
has agreed to export 25 million cubic meters (mcm) 
of gas a day to Iraq, and will start at seven mcm per 
day (Iran’s…, 2018). In addition, for the same pur-
pose, Kurdistan was visited by an Iranian delegation 
led by Ghasemi, head of the Iran-Iraq trade mission, 
and included Ardistani, advisor to Iran’s oil minis-
ter, and Rafzani, head of Iran’s national gas compa-
ny (Kurdistan…, 2015). The KRG had talked to Iran 
to build a pipeline that would carry Iranian gas to 
Kurdistan to generate electricity and for domestic 
use especially in winter. In 2014, the KRG and Iran 
already agreed to build two pipelines from Iran to 
Kurdistan. The second one is for the KRG to export 
oil to Iran; in return, Iran would supply 3–4  million 
liters of fuel for power stations (Mills, 2016). Also, Iran 
has a hidden agenda in Kurdistan especially in the 
green zone area. This area is dominated by the Patri-
otic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) and has good ties with 
Iran rather than Kurdistan, which is led by president 
of the Kurdistan region, Masoud Barzani, and the 
Goran Movement. The reserves of natural gas in the 
Sulaymaniyah (zone area) province is 5 tcm , which 
is 80% of all reserve gas in the Kurdistan region. Iran 
wants dominance over KRG gas and oil strategies by 

dividing the Kurdistan region into two main zones, 
yellow and green; because they know that in 2017 
Kurdistan will export gas to Turkey and Europe mar-
kets. I expect Iran will make all efforts before 2017 
and make amendments to the KRG energy plan. In 
most events, Russia and Iran use gas as politics and 
it is to make pressure on Turkey and Europe. Rus-
sia is also looking to Kurdistan anxiously as a com-
petitor and alternative to its Nabucco project. This 
means Russia’s role in providing gas is likely to be re-
placed by the Kurdistan Region. All those deals and 
agreements that the KRG takes on the ground are 
not empty of challenges. For instance, it seems that 
Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK) is a big threat for Turk-
ish gas and oil strategies. On Oct. 2013, gas exports 
from Iran were halted after an explosion at a pipeline 
in eastern Turkey near the Iranian border occurred in 
the early morning (Coskun, 2015). The PKK had re-
peatedly attacked pipelines in Turkey in the past. It is 
right that TANAP would be constructed in the north 
and far from the heart of the nationalist activity. The 
PKK remains active although gas pipelines from Iraq 
and Iran are embattled repeatedly.

There are solutions to secure gas in Europe if the 
southern gas corridor gets damaged inside Turkey. 
The Turkish government could hold negotiations 
with the PKK, which would give Kurdish people 
more rights and freedom. This may be better for Tur-
key and Europe not to be PKK’s hostage. Even Dur-
ing the conflict between Armenia and Azerbaijan 
in the Nagorno-Karabakh region, the PKK conduct-
ed activity inside Azerbaijan, and they accusation 
against Armenia for supporting PKK leads to actual 

Kurdistan-Turkey pipeline Kirkuk-Turkey pipeline

Fig. 5. Iraq-Turkey oil pipeline controlled by ISIS

Source: Lee, 2017.
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threatening toward gas and oil agreements. As a re-
sult, the August 2008 Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) oil 
pipeline explosion in Refahiye, Turkey, occurred. The 
PKK, a militant pro-Kurdish organization, claimed 
credit for the explosion – which was plausible, be-
cause of the PKK’s history of bombing pipelines and 
other Turkish infrastructure assets (2008 Turkish…, 
2014). That means PKK activities in those areas may 
threaten the Turkish interests if no decision is made.

5. Conclusion

Until 2007, Kurdistan was considered a sleeping gi-
ant and is now awakening as an energy region in 
the Middle East. Kurdistan with huge reserves of gas 
and its geographic proximity to Europe, however, 
could become a crucial new actor in European en-
ergy security. The Kurdistan Region holds as much as 
(5.67 bcm) of natural gas reserves, around 3% of the 
world’s total reserves (The Kurdistan Region in Brief, 
2018). However, there are issues that the Kurdistan 
natural resource-developing plan are facing, such as 
extracting and exporting gas to world markets. This 
is due to conflicts with central governments on the 
interpretation of some articles in the Iraq constitu-
tion related to the gas and oil law. Kurdistan being 
landlocked faces obstacles such as being highly 
dependent on the adjacent states, like Turkey, in 
exporting its gas. It is true the KRG has no real al-
ternative export routes other than Turkey (Paasche, 
Howri, 2014). Also, some neighboring countries to 
Kurdistan may consider Kurdistan as an alternative 
to their natural resources, such as Turkey, Iran, Rus-
sia, and Azerbaijan. For example, the two neighbor 
countries, such as Iran and Turkey, have their own 
strategy to get benefits from natural gas resources 
in Kurdistan. Even Azerbaijan and some European 
countries have interest in Kurdistan natural resourc-
es. Azerbaijan and Turkey want Kurdistan gas for two 
different purposes, as Azeri need Kurdistan gas as 
supplement to Shah Denis gas fields that support 
most European gas needs by means of the South-
ern Gas Corridor. Turkey, however, wants Kurdish gas 
first for domestic use and to export to international 
markets. Iran is another neighbor of Kurdistan that 
has interests in Kurdistan gas and oil. Iran does not 
want Kurdistan to emerge as a new gas producer 
competing for gas markets in Europe. Therefore, Iran 
tries to dominate Kurdish natural resource strategies 
in many ways, such as creating problems between 
two big political parties that formed the govern-
ment in Kurdistan. This includes their support for 
the PUK against the PDK, specifically against Ma-
soud Barzani, the president of the Kurdistan region. 

European countries also want Kurdish gas for many 
reasons; for example, the volume of Kurdish gas may 
make the Azerbaijan gas project succeed and make 
European less dependent on Russian gas. Therefore, 
many European gas companies have invested in the 
region. Ongoing crises in Kurdistan, such as the ISIS 
terrorist group, gave Europeans more pretenses to 
contribute to Kurdish strategies. Germany sent arms 
to Kurdistan to assist the force army Peshmerga, and 
they supported the KRG with 13 million dollars to 
fight wars against ISIS. If the KRG takes advantage of 
these changes in the relationships that occur in the 
Middle East, they may lead Kurdistan to become an 
independent economic power and make the region 
more prosperous.
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